NON-TRADITIONAL JOBS FOR HISTORY MAJORS: DIGITAL MEDIA & TECHNOLOGY

WITH JOHN RETHANS & DORMAIN DREWITZ

WHAT CAN HISTORY MAJORS DO AFTER THEY GRADUATE FROM UCLA?

Many History majors assume that, with their degree, they have one of two options: either attend law school or go on to earn a PhD in History. John Rethans and Dormain Drewitz, who graduated UCLA with BA degrees in History, did not follow either of these tracks. John is the head of Digital Transformation Strategy at Google and Dormain is the Director of Product Marketing at Pivotal Software, Inc. Come hear John and Dormain speak about their experiences breaking into the world of technology and using their History training for success in the Silicon Valley.

DATE & TIME:
Thursday, January 25
10:30 AM - 12:00 PM
LOCATION:
Bunche 6275

Please RSVP: https://goo.gl/forms/TpKGeZPPp0VZnGn8A3